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FACILITIES OPERATIONS UPDATE     
(Week of January 4th to January 10th, 2015 )
 
(Important WUSM coordinative communication.  Please share by email.)

 
To:          Key Stakeholders
CC:         Facilities Management
 
This week’s topics include:
 

Safety Topic of the Month
Temporary Pedestrian Sidewalk on McKinley Avenue
McMillan East Main Entrance Temporary Closure
Duncan Segregated Storm Line Project Update

 

Safety Topic of the Month
From:  Environmental Health & Safety
 
See attached for the January Safety Topic of the Month.

Temporary Pedestrian Sidewalk on McKinley
 Avenue
From:  Paul Mayer, Project Manager
 
Due to the EH&S Building Project, starting Monday, January 5th, there is a temporary walkway for pedestrian
 traffic on the south side of McKinley Avenue. Pedestrian traffic will be temporarily routed from the sidewalk to
 the south side of McKinley Avenue due to excavation required for the installation of the chilled water lines for

 the new EH&S Building. The sidewalk is expected to be open on Friday, January 16th, 2015. See attached for a
 map.

McMillan East Main Entrance Temporary Closure
From:  Jon Riley, Facilities Engineering Supervisor
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Indoor Air Quality at Home 


Information taken from http://www.epa.gov/iaq 


 


Most of us spend much of our time inside our homes where the air that we breathe may be filled with 


pollutants such as chemicals, gases, and living organisms like mold and pests. Some pollutants cause 


health problems such as sore eyes, burning in the nose and throat, headaches, or fatigue. Other 


pollutants cause or worsen allergies, respiratory illnesses (such as asthma), heart disease, cancer, and 


other serious long-term conditions. Sometimes individual pollutants at high concentrations, such 


as carbon monoxide, cause death.  The EPA suggests the following steps to maintain indoor air quality: 


Learn About Pollutants 


Understanding and controlling some of the common pollutants found in homes, schools, and offices may 


help improve your indoor air and reduce your family’s risk of health concerns related to indoor air quality 


(IAQ). 


 


Radon is a radioactive gas that is formed in the soil. It can enter indoors through cracks and openings in 


floors and walls that are in contact with the ground. 


 Radon is the leading cause of lung cancer among nonsmokers, and the second leading cause 


of lung cancer overall. 


 


Secondhand smoke comes from burning tobacco products. It can cause cancer and serious respiratory 


illnesses. 


 Children are especially vulnerable to secondhand smoke. It can cause or worsen asthma 


symptoms and is linked to increased risks of ear infections and Sudden Infant Death 


Syndrome (SIDS). 


 


Combustion Pollutants are gases or particles that come from burning materials. In homes, the major 


source of combustion pollutants are improperly vented or unvented fuel-burning appliances such as 


space heaters, woodstoves, gas stoves, water heaters, dryers, and fireplaces. The types and amounts of 


pollutants produced depend on the type of appliance, how well the appliance is installed, maintained, and 


vented, and the kind of fuel it uses. Common combustion pollutants include: 


 Carbon monoxide (CO) which is a colorless, odorless gas that interferes with the delivery of 


oxygen throughout the body. Carbon monoxide causes headaches, dizziness, weakness, 


nausea, and even death. 


 Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) which is a colorless, odorless gas that causes eye, nose and throat 


irritation, shortness of breath, and an increased risk of respiratory infection. 


 


Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are chemicals found in paints and lacquers, paint strippers, 


cleaning supplies, varnishes and waxes, pesticides, building materials and furnishings, office equipment, 


moth repellents, air fresheners, and dry-cleaned clothing. VOCs evaporate into the air when these 


products are used or sometimes even when they are stored. 


 Volatile organic compounds irritate the eyes, nose and throat, and cause headaches, nausea, 


and damage to the liver, kidneys, and central nervous system. Some of them can cause 


cancer. 


 



http://www.epa.gov/iaq/co.html

http://www.epa.gov/radon/index.html

http://www.epa.gov/smokefree/index.html

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/co.html

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/no2.html

http://www.epa.gov/iaq/voc.html





Asthma triggers are commonly found in homes, schools, and offices and include mold, dust mites, 


secondhand smoke, and pet dander. A home may have mold growing on a shower curtain, dust mites in 


pillows, blankets or stuffed animals, secondhand smoke in the air, and cat and dog hairs on the carpet or 


floors. Other common asthma triggers include some foods and pollutants in the air. 


 Asthma triggers cause symptoms including coughing, chest tightness, wheezing, and 


breathing problems. An asthma attack occurs when symptoms keep getting worse or are 


suddenly very severe. Asthma attacks can be life threatening. However, asthma is controllable 


with the right medicines and by reducing asthma triggers. 


 


Molds are living things that produce spores. Molds produce spores that float in the air, land on damp 


surfaces, and grow. 


 Inhaling or touching molds can cause hay fever-type symptoms such as sneezing, runny nose, 


red eyes, and skin rashes. Molds can also trigger asthma attacks. 
 


Improve your indoor air 


Control the sources of pollution by eliminating individual sources or reducing their emissions. 


 


Ventilating increases the amount of fresh air brought indoors and helps reduce pollutants inside. When 


weather permits, open windows and doors, or run an air conditioner with the vent control open.  Run 


bathroom and kitchen fans that exhaust to the outdoors.  Always ventilate and follow manufacturers’ 


instructions when you use products or appliances that may release pollutants into the indoor air. 


 


Changing filters regularly: Central heaters and air conditioners have filters to trap dust and other 


pollutants in the air. Make sure to change or clean the filters regularly by following the instructions on the 


package. 


 


Adjusting humidity: The humidity inside can affect the concentrations of some indoor air pollutants. For 


example, high humidity keeps the air moist and increases the likelihood of mold. 


Keep indoor humidity between 30 and 50 percent. To increase humidity, use a vaporizer or humidifier. To 


decrease humidity, open the windows if it is not humid outdoors. If it is warm, turn on the air conditioner or 


adjust the humidity setting on the humidifier. 


 


 


Action Steps to Better Indoor Air Quality 


 Test your home with a do-it-yourself radon kit and fix if there is a problem. 


 Do not allow people to smoke indoors. 


 Inspect fuel-burning appliances regularly for leaks, and make repairs when necessary. 


 Consider installing a carbon monoxide alarm. 


 Reduce asthma triggers such as mold and dust mites by dusting and cleaning your home 


regularly, washing bedding in hot water, and use allergen proof mattress and pillow covers. 


 Keep all areas clean and dry. Clean up any mold promptly and fix leaks. 



http://www.epa.gov/asthma/triggers.html

http://www.epa.gov/mold/index.html






The Duncan Segregated Storm Line Project Communication (January 8-30): 


Effective January 12, 2015 


 


The Duncan Segregated Storm Line Project east of Boyle will commence with phase two Monday, 


January 12, 2015.  Castle Contracting will move their current operation, opening the easternmost 


entrance to the Cortex parking lot from Duncan and reconfiguring the DuPont dock entrance/exit from 


Duncan.  
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Exhibit A: Castle Contracting Phasing Plan
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 Exhibit B: Castle Contracting Phasing Plan 


General Traffic Control 


There will be changes to the traffic pattern and DuPont and Cortex parking lot entrances starting 


Monday, January 12. The easternmost entrance to the Cortex Commons parking lot will open for 


traffic on Duncan to the east only – Duncan reopens from this entrance to the east of Boyle. The 


DuPont parking entrance and dock entrance will be modified according to Exhibit C with access 


from the west. 


The westernmost Cortex entrance from Duncan will be closed until February 19. Access to Cortex 


will be from either Forest Park Avenue or the easternmost entrance from Duncan. The entrance to 


DuPont from Duncan will be modified to a 20’ entrance with access from the west. The modified 


entrance will allow only small to medium sized trucks to enter and exit.  Semi-trucks or large 


flatbed trucks will find it difficult to enter/exit the dock. 


Boyle Avenue from Forest Park to the Metrolink tracks remains closed.   


Employee Red Shuttle Bus 


The employee red shuttle buses will not have access to the westernmost Cortex entrance from 


Duncan Avenue. Entry and exit will be from Forest Park Avenue and the easternmost Cortex 


entrance off Duncan.  
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Exhibit C: DuPont Modified Dock and Parking Entrance 


 


Pedestrian Access: 
 
All pedestrian access to the buildings will remain open throughout phase one of the Duncan 


Segregated Line project. 
 
DuPont Complex: 


 
DuPont traffic control to allow the dock to remain open during construction. 


 
 
Cortex Parking Lot Entrances: 


 


The only entrances into the Cortex Parking lot will be from Forest Park Ave and the easternmost 


entrance from Duncan.   
 
Street Parking on Duncan prohibited: 


 
Street Parking in the construction zone will be prohibited. 


 


Forest Park Residents: 


 


Residents of the Forest Park apartments will enter and exit at the Newstead alley.  See Exhibit B. 
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In order to repair the steps going into the building, the east main entrance of McMillan will be closed from 7pm

 on Friday, January 16th until 7pm on Saturday, January 17th. We apologize for the inconvenience during this
 time.

Duncan Segregated Storm Line Project Update
From:  WUMC Campus Renewal
 
The Duncan Segregated Storm Line Project east of Boyle will commence with phase two on Monday, January

 12th at 7am. Castle Contracting will move their current operation on Monday which will open the Cortex south
 entrance/exit to Duncan and reconfigure the DuPont dock entrance/exit.  The phase two work will close the
 far west Cortex entrance/exit and all the driveways through to Newstead street. See attached for a map with
 additional information. We apologize for the short notice but we just received this information today.  

 
Michelle Gubin
Communications Coordinator
Phone: 314-362-0214
Email: gubinm@wusm.wustl.edu
 

 
Our Core Values:  PRIDE in Service, Do the Right Thing

    Professionalism Respect Integrity Dedication Excellence
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